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Summary

The inrease of air tra� volume has brought an inreasing amount of issues related to arbon and

NOx emissions and noise pollution. Airraft manufaturers are onentrating their e�orts to develop

tehnologies to inrease airraft e�ieny and onsequently to redue pollutant disharge and noise

emission. Ultra High By-Pass Ratio engine onepts provide redution of fuel onsumption and noise

emission thanks to a derease of the jet veloity exhausting from the engine nozzles. In order to

keep same thrust, mass �ow and therefore setion of fan/naelle diameter should be inreased to

ompensate veloity redution. Suh feature will lead to lose-oupled arhitetures for engine in-

stallation under the wing. A strong jet-wing interation resulting in a hange of turbulent mixing

in the aeroaousti �eld as well as noise enhanement due to re�etion phenomena are therefore ex-

peted. On the other hand pressure �utuations on the wing as well as on the fuselage represent the

foring loads whih stress panels ausing vibrations. Some of these vibrations are re-emitted in the

aeroaousti �eld as vibration noise, some of them are transmitted in the okpit as interior noise. In

the present work the interation between a jet and wing or fuselage is reprodued by a �at surfae

tangential to an inompressible jet at di�erent radial distanes from the nozzle axis. The hange in

the aerodynami �eld due to the presene of the rigid plate was studied by hot wire anemometer

measurements, whih provided a haraterization of mean and �utuating veloity �eld in the jet

plume. Pressure �utuations ating on the �at plate were studied by avity-mounted mirophones

whih provided point-wise measurements in stream-wise and span-wise diretions. Statistial desrip-

tion of veloity and wall pressure �elds are determined in terms of Fourier-domain quantities. Saling

laws for pressure auto-spetra and oherene funtions are also presented.

PACS no. 43.28.Ra, 43.50.Nm

1. Introdution

The development of airraft transportation mainly

driven towards improvement of �ight e�ieny, has

brought a strong inrease in air tra� volume and

issues related to noise emissions and pollutant dis-

harge. High veloity jet exhausting from the engine

nozzles is the dominant noise soure at take-o� and

the responsible of pollutant emissions. During ruise,

aousti emissions from the jet are one of the noise

soures whih ontribute to the interior noise. Air-

raft manufaturers are onentrating their e�orts to

develop tehnologies in order to derease noise pollu-

tion and NOx emissions. UHBPR engine onepts are

providing a redution of jet veloity and a onsequent

derease of fuel onsumption featuring an inrease of

() European Aoustis Assoiation

fan/naelle diameter. The redution of jet veloity is

also a bene�t for noise abatement, the aousti inten-

sity being essentially proportional to the eight power

of the jet veloity [1℄. The inrease of naelle size will

lead to lose-oupled arhiteture for under-wing in-

stallation of the engine, giving rise to stronger instal-

lation e�ets on jet noise. The jet impat on the sur-

fae produes an inrease of noise generation whih

involves a modi�ation of the jet mixing noise soure,

an enhanement of noise level due to re�etion and

di�ration phenomena and the appearane of a new

noise soure named jet-wing or jet-�ap interation

noise soure. Therefore in order to not jeopardize the

break-down of noise due to jet veloity redution, in-

stallation e�ets have to be mitigated in future air-

raft onepts.

On the other hand the pressure �utuations indued

by the jet impinging on the wing and on the fuse-

lage onstitute the foring loads whih stress panel

strutures. The knowledge of wall pressure �eld is
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therefore very important to verify strutural strength.

In the ase of the fuselage, the pressure �utuations

ating on the surfae ause panels vibrations; some

of these vibrations are re-emitted in the aeroaous-

ti �eld, some of them are transmitted to the okpit

generating passengers' annoyane.

In the present work the interation between a jet

and an airframe surfae was reprodued by the instal-

lation of a �at plate lose to an inompressible jet. The

surfae was installed tangentially at di�erent radial

distanes from the nozzle axis. Hot wire anemometer

and mirophone measurements were performed in or-

der to haraterize the installation e�ets on veloity

and wall pressure �elds.

2. Experimental setup and instrumen-

tation

The experiments were arried out in the Labora-

tory of the Engineering Department of University

ROMA TRE. The jet faility reprodues the appa-

ratus developed at the Trinity College of Dublin by

[2℄. The veloity at the nozzle exhaust varies from

Uj min = 2m/s to Uj MAX = 50m/s, orresponding
to a Reynolds number based on the nozzle diameter

spanning from Remin ≈ 104 up to ReMAX = 1.7∗105,
whih lassi�es the jet as a moderate Reynolds num-

ber jet [3℄. The test ampaign was arried out at

Uj = 42m/s, to whih orresponds a Reynolds num-

ber Re = 1.5 ∗ 105 and a Mah number Mj ≈ 0.12.

The wooden �at plate was installed tangential to

the jet at four radial distanes from nozzle axis: H =
1D, 1.5D, 2D, 2.5D. The surfae was plaed on a rigid

traverse struture and arefully aligned with the jet

�ow diretion.

The haraterization of the installation e�ets on

the mean and �utuating veloity �eld was provided

by Hot Wire Anemometer (HWA) measurements. The

probe was loated for di�erent axial distanes and was

moved along the z-axis, i.e. the diretion orthogonal

to the surfae.

The wall pressure measurements were performed by

a avity-mounted three mirophone array. The 1-D

spaed pin-holes were properly designed in order to

move Helmholtz resonant peaks out of the measured

frequeny range.

A sheme of the experimental setup desribed above

is shown in �gure 1.

3. Experimental results

A preliminary test ampaign by hot wire anemometer

measurements was arried out in order to haraterize

the aerodynami �eld generated by the faility in the

free jet onditions and to verify that the experimental

results were in agreement with the ones found in the

literature.

Figure 1. Representation of the jet faility and the exper-

imental setup inluding the pin-holes distribution on the

�at plate and the individuation of the referene system.

The attention was then foused on the installation

e�ets on the aerodynami �eld and on the wall pres-

sure �eld ating on the surfae.

3.1. Veloity measurements

The e�ets on the mean and �utuating veloity �eld

due to the installation of the �at plate lose to the

jet were studied for di�erent surfae positions from

the nozzle axis at di�erent axial distanes spanning

from x/D = 1 to x/D = 20. The probe was moved

along the z-diretion orthogonal to the plate providing

veloity and Relative Turbulene Level pro�les. Fig-

ure 2 shows the mean veloity pro�les parametrized

in terms of H/D at the axial positions x/D = 5,
x/D = 10, x/D = 15, x/D = 20. The mean veloity

was normalized by the maximum mean veloity mea-

sured at eah axial distane. It an be observed that

the plate a�ets the axisymmetry of the jet, this e�et

being dependent on the axial position onsidered and

on the radial position of the plate with respet to the

jet.

• For low axial distanes the veloity pro�les are

shifted towards positive z/D oordinates, i.e. in the

region opposite to the surfae. Suh a behaviour is

more evident for plate positions loser to the jet.

• As the axial distane inreases the veloity pro�les

start to get lose to the surfae, the mean veloity

maximum being moved to z/D < 0. Suh a be-

haviour is faster and sharper for smaller jet-plate

separation distanes.

• Far downstream in the jet plume the veloity pro-

�les are negative shifted for all the surfae radial

positions. The jet bends over the surfae as a result

of the so-alled Coanda e�et [4℄.

Figure 3 shows the turbulene intensity pro�les

along the z-diretion for the same axial distanes

listed above. The veloity standard deviation was nor-

malized by the maximum mean veloity value mea-

sured at eah axial distane onsidered. It an be seen
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Figure 2. Mean veloity pro�les along the z-diretion for

di�erent jet-plate separation distanes H at di�erent axial

distanes: x/D = 5, x/D = 10, x/D = 15, x/D = 20.

Blue line orresponds to plate distane H = 1D, red line

orresponds to H = 1.5D, green line orresponds to H =

2D, blak line orresponds to H = 2.5D.
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Figure 3. Relative Turbulene Level pro�les along the z-

diretion for di�erent jet-plate separation distanes H at

di�erent axial distanes: x/D = 5, x/D = 10, x/D =

15, x/D = 20. Blue line orresponds to plate distane

H = 1D, red line orresponds to H = 1.5D, green line

orresponds to H = 2D, blak line orresponds to H =

2.5D.

that the turbulene level is enhaned in the jet region

opposite to the surfae, while a derease of the velo-

ity �utuations an be learly observed in the region

lose to the �at plate, this feature being more sig-

ni�ant for plate positions loser to the jet. Suh a

behaviour is in agreement with the results found by

[5℄ in RANS numerial simulations.

3.2. Wall pressure measurements

The wall pressure �utuations �eld was measured by a

avity-mounted three mirophone array in the stream-

wise diretion from x/D = 1 to x/D = 25. Pres-
sure transduer measurements were also performed to

haraterize the mean pressure �eld.

Figure 4 shows the axial evolution of the Sound

Pressure Spetrum Level (SPSL) along the jet axis

for all the jet-plate separation distanes at a �xed

axial position: x/D = 1, x/D = 5, x/D = 10, x/D =

15, x/D = 20, x/D = 25. Aording to [6℄, the SPSL
was alulated as follows:

SPSL = 10 log10
PSD∆fref

p2ref
(1)

where PSD is the Power Spetral Density, while

∆fref = 1Hz and pref = 20µPa are respetively

the referene frequeny and the referene pressure.

The energy ontent and the spetral shape is strongly

dependent on the radial distane of the plate from

the jet and on the axial distane onsidered. Suh

a behaviour is learly evident at low axial distanes

for whih the spetra amplitude is muh higher for

lower H , while for larger surfae radial distanes the

energy is muh lower and peaks due to bakground

noise emerge. As the axial distane inreases the en-

ergy rises and the spetral shape hanges aordingly

overing the whole frequeny range. Suh a behaviour

is due to the relationship between the jet-surfae sep-

aration distane and the axial distane for whih the

jet has impated on the surfae, the energy of wall

pressure �utuations being muh higher after the jet

impingement on the plate. Indeed the wall pressure

energy is signi�antly di�erent if the jet impat over

the surfae ours in the potential ore region, in the

transition region or in the developed region. Further

downstream the impat position a quasi-equilibrium

Turbulent Boundary Layer (TBL) an be established

due to the development of the �ow over the surfae.

Suh inferene is further supported by the deay laws

typial of wall pressure �utuations in TBLs found in

the spetra orresponding to high axial distanes [7℄.

A slope ∝ St−1

D related to the energy deay in the

overlap region is found in the frequeny range after

the spetrum peak; in the mid-frequeny range an en-

ergy deay of −7/3 typial of turbulent �ows is learly
observed, while at high frequenies the dominant vis-

ous e�ets determine a power deay law St−5

D .

The axial evolution of the mean pressure oe�ient

and the root mean square pressure oe�ient is shown

respetively in �gure 5 and in �gure 6. The pressure

oe�ients are de�ned as follows [8℄:

cp =
< p > −p∞
1/2ρU2

j

(2)

cpRMS
=

pRMS

1/2ρU2

j

(3)

Three di�erent regions of jet-surfae interation

were determined based on the trend along the jet axis

of the pressure oe�ients de�ned in (2) and (3).

• First region: the mean pressure remains almost on-

stant while the cpRMS
inreases.

• Seond region: the mean pressure rises reahing its

maximum value while the root mean square pres-

sure remains almost onstant.
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Table I. Resume of the individuation of the jet-surfae

interation regions

Plate distane Axial position

End of region 1

H = 1D x/D = 3

H = 1.5D x/D = 6

H = 2D x/D = 9

H = 2.5D x/D = 12

End of region 2

H = 1D x/D = 9

H = 1.5D x/D = 13

H = 2D x/D = 13

H = 2.5D ?
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Figure 4. Sound Pressure Spetrum Level of wall pressure

�utuations along the jet axis at di�erent axial distanes

for di�erent plate distanes from the jet: blue line orre-

sponds to plate distane H = 1D, red line orresponds to

H = 1.5D, green line orresponds to H = 2D, blak line

orresponds to H = 2.5D.

• Third region: both the cp and the cpRMS
derease,

the �rst one reovering its initial amplitude, the

seond one being larger as a result of the develop-

ment of a turbulent boundary layer.

The individuation of the di�erent regions of jet-

surfae interation for all the plate radial distanes

from the jet is resumed in table I. It has to be pointed

out that the beginning of the region 2 orresponds to

the axial position of the jet impat over the plate.

Suh inferene was also demonstrated omputing the

free-jet aperture angle by HWA measurements. More-

over for the H = 2.5D on�guration the distintion

between the seond and the third region is not learly

detetable. This behaviour is due to the fat that the

jet impinges on the plate very far from the nozzle ex-

haust, its mean kineti energy being muh lower as

well as its pressure signature on the plate.

3.2.1. Spetral modeling

With respet to the determination of the jet-plate in-

teration regions desribed above, a saling riterion

for pressure auto-spetra belonging to the same region

0 5 10 15 20 25
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2

4

6
x 10

−3

x / D

c p

Figure 5. Axial evolution of the mean pressure oe�ient

along the jet axis for di�erent �at plate radial positions

from the jet. Blue line orresponds to H = 1D, red line

orresponds to H = 1.5D, green line orresponds to H =

2D, blak line orresponds to H = 2.5D
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Figure 6. Axial evolution of the root mean square pressure

oe�ient along the jet axis for di�erent �at plate radial

positions from the jet. Blue line orresponds to H = 1D,

red line orresponds to H = 1.5D, green line orresponds

to H = 2D, blak line orresponds to H = 2.5D

based on outer aerodynami variables and main geo-

metrial length-sales was derived. Pressure spetra

were normalized by the dynami pressure related to

the onvetion veloity Uc, while the referene time-

sale was estimated as the time ourring to a �uid

partile onveted by the mean �ow to reah the sur-

fae: H/Uc. The onvetion veloity was alulated

from the time-delay of the ross-orrelation peak be-

tween two onseutive mirophone signals. The spe-

tra were plotted against a Strouhal number based on

the plate distane from the jet H and the jet veloity

at the nozzle exhaust Uj. The variables just de�ned

are following resumed:

PSDscaled =
PSD

(0.5ρU2
c )

2 H

Uc

(4)

StH =
f H

Uj
(5)
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The saling riterion applies to spetra at di�erent

axial loations and di�erent jet-plate separation dis-

tanes belonging to the same jet-surfae interation

region for an axial distane far enough from the nozzle

exhaust so that the jet had already impated over the

surfae. Figure 7 shows the saled PSDs for wall pres-

sure signals belonging to region 2 and region 3. The

ollapse of the spetra was well veri�ed, suh result

suggesting that the wall pressure spetra behaviour

for the jet-surfae interation beomes universal be-

fore a TBL ondition is reahed.

The behaviour of the wall pressure �eld was fur-

ther analyzed by omputing the oherene funtion

for the same axial distanes for whih the pressure

spetra ollapse was veri�ed. The oherene funtion

is de�ned as follows [9℄:

γ (ξ, ω) =
|Φpi pj

(ξ, ω) |
[

Φpi
(ω)Φpj

(ω)
]1/2

(6)

where Φpi pj
is the ross-spetrum, Φpi

and Φpj
are

the auto-spetra of two onseutive mirophones, ω is

the angular frequeny and ξ is the separation distane
between two onseutive mirophones. In the present

work ξ = 1D. The experimental results were om-

pared with the analytial Coros' model for wall pres-

sure �utuations in turbulent boundary layers [10℄:

γ (ξ, ω) = exp

(

−α
ω ξ

Uc

)

(7)

The value of the oe�ient α was determined by

a least mean square optimization from the experi-

mental data. Figure 8 shows the experimental oher-

ene funtions parametrized in terms of H/D at given

axial loations and the omparison with the predi-

tions given by Coros' formulation. The exponential

trend of the Coros' model is reprodued by the ex-

perimental data, although for small axial distanes a

steeper deay along the normalized angular frequeny

is found for larger H . As the axial distane inreases

and a developed TBL approahes, the experimental

data beome less sattered and the values of the Cor-

os' model oe�ient are omparable with the ones

found in the literature for all the jet-plate radial dis-

tanes. Suh a behaviour is better highlighted in �g-

ure 9 in whih the axial evolution of the modulus of

the Coros' model oe�ient derived from the exper-

iments is shown for all H . Values ranging from 0.1 to

0.19 found in the literature ([11℄) are also reported.

As it an be seen for the smallest H the experimental

values of the Coros' model oe�ient are inluded in

the range provided in the literature for all the axial lo-

ations onsidered. For largerH at low axial distanes

the oe�ient values are higher than the ones given by

Coros. As the axial distane inreases |α| dereases
and the tendeny is to reprodue the amplitude of the

Coros' formulation, suh a behaviour being a proof

that a turbulent boundary layer is approahing.
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Figure 7. Saled pressure spetra for di�erent plate radial

distanes and di�erent axial loations belonging to the

same jet-surfae interation region. Blue line orresponds

to H = 1D, red line orresponds to H = 1.5D, green

line orresponds to H = 2D, blak line orresponds to

H = 2.5D
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Figure 9. Axial variation of the experimental Coros'

model oe�ients along the jet axis for di�erent jet-plate

separation distanes: blue ⋄ orrespond to H = 1D, red ◦

orrespond to H = 1.5D, green ⊡ orrespond to H = 2D,

blak × orrespond to H = 2.5D. Solid and dashed line

orrespond respetively to the lower and upper limit of

Coros' model oe�ients found in the literature.
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4. Conlusions

In the present work the interation between an in-

ompressible moderate Reynolds number jet and a

tangential �at plate was analyzed. The study was

performed by an extensive experimental test am-

paign whih involved veloity and wall pressure mea-

surements for di�erent surfae radial distanes from

the nozzle axis. The veloity measurements were per-

formed by hot wire anemometer providing the e�ets

on the mean and �utuating aerodynami �eld due

to the plate installation. The wall pressure measure-

ments were performed by a pressure transduer and

by avity-mounted mirophone array providing re-

spetively the mean and �utuating wall pressure �eld

over the surfae.

The plate installation tangentially to the jet a�ets

both the mean and the �utuating veloity �eld, the

e�et being dependent on the radial separation dis-

tane. For low axial distanes the mean veloity pro-

�les are shifted towards the region opposite to the

plate; as the axial distane inreases the veloity pro-

�les are moved in the jet region lose to the sur-

fae. The jet axis, i.e. the z-loation for whih the

mean veloity value has a maximum, no longer oin-

ides with the nozzle axis. Further downstream the jet

bends over the surfae as a result of the Coanda ef-

fet. For what onerns the �utuating veloity �eld,

the turbulene pro�les are shifted in the jet region

opposite to the plate, while the veloity �utuations

intensity is lowered in the region lose to the surfae.

The plate has the e�et to break-down the larger tur-

bulent strutures in the jet. Suh inferene was further

demonstrated by the trend of the ross-orrelation be-

tween the wall pressure signals. For more details the

reader an refer to [12℄.

The analysis of the wall pressure �utuations spe-

tra showed that the energy ontent and the spetral

shape hange signi�antly along the stream-wise di-

retion. Moreover for a given axial loation, the am-

plitude and the shape of the spetra is strongly de-

pendent on the jet-plate separation distane. Suh a

behaviour is related to the di�erent axial position for

whih the jet impats on the surfae for the di�erent

plate radial distanes from the jet, the energy of the

pressure �utuations being muh higher after the jet

impingement over the surfae. Further downstream

the pressure spetra show the typial energy deay

laws of wall pressure �utuations in TBLs. Three re-

gions of jet-surfae interation were deteted based

on the axial evolution of the mean pressure oe�-

ient and the root mean square pressure oe�ient.

A saling riterion for pressure auto-spetra based

on outer aerodynami variables and main geometri-

al length-sales was derived for spetra belonging to

the same region of jet-surfae interation. The ollapse

was satisfatory. The analysis of the oherene fun-

tion showed that the exponential deay of the Cor-

os' model for wall pressure �utuations in TBLs is

reprodued by the experimental data. For the los-

est plate position the experimental Coros oe�ients

are inluded in the range found in the literature for

all the axial loations onsidered. For larger H at low

axial distanes the oe�ient values are higher than

the analytial ones; as the axial distane inreases

the amplitude dereases reproduing the values pro-

vided by Coros' formulation. Suh a behaviour being

a proof that far downstream the wall pressure �utu-

ations related to the jet-surfae interation approah

the physis of a quasi-equilibrium turbulent boundary

layer.
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